
Forensic Analysis & Reconstruction Report 

At the request of Brad Samuels with Situ Research, I undertook an analysis of three 

shootings that took place during a period of civil unrest in Kiev, Ukraine. The scope of this 

analysis focuses on physical evidence to determine the approximate distance and direction from 

which the shots were fired. 

Tools Used for Analysis 

For video and audio analysis, I employed the following software tools: 

• Final Cut Pro X version 10.3.3 

• Apple Quicktime Player version 10.4 

• Audacity 2.1.0 

• SketchUp Pro 2015 

• Spyder 3.1.4 

Methodology 

When bullets from discharged firearms travel supersonically, they produce audible 

shockwaves due to the compression of the air ahead of and immediately surrounding the bullet. 

Such shockwave sounds typically are heard as a loud, brief crack sound independent of the report 

of the firearm. Because the bullet is traveling supersonically, the shockwave sound will be 

detected by a downrange listener or recording device before the report of the firearm is heard. 

Hence, using time difference between those two sounds, one can estimate the distance from 

which the shot was fired relative to the listener or recording microphone (Haag, 2002; Haag & 

Haag, 2011; Maher, 2006). 
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Based on the assumption that the sound of the shockwave propagates approximately 

perpendicular to the bullets trajectory, a series of equations were developed to approximate the 

location from which the shots were fired. Because the system of equations is underdetermined, a 

Monte Carlo analysis (coded in Python) was built to provide a statistical model on which to base 

the final output distances. The underlying equations and the Monte Carlo analysis code have 

been included as an appendix to this report. 

Videos taken during the course of this incident show that government personnel were 

likely armed with rifles firing 7.62 x 39 mm or 7.62 x 54 mm R cartridges. The nominal muzzle 

velocity range of bullets fired from those firearms would have been vmuzzle = [641, 865] m/s. 

Kiev’s nominal elevation is 179 m. With regard to the ammunition parameters used in this 

analysis, a range of muzzle velocities consistent with both 7.62 x 39 mm NATO and 7.62 x 54 

mm R cartridges was used and incorporated into the Monte Carlo analysis. This incorporated 

range of muzzle velocities is consistent with both cartridges, as well as a number of other similar 

cartridges, and is consistent with the variety of firearms that could have been used to fire those 

cartridges. 

The Monte Carlo analysis in this case was done using 10,000 iterations, and descriptive 

statistics for each bullet recording were provided as output (see Appendix A, infra). The range of 

uncertainty for the calculations is included in the descriptive statistics. 

Victim #1: Dmytriv 

The shooting of Dmytriv was recorded by two provided videos: 

• VICTIM01_16 minuten waanzin in Kiev VTM NIEUWS_13_15_1_clip02.mov 

(hereinafter referred to as Video #1); and, 

• VICTIM01_Ukraine Protest_ Kiev _once again a battle-zone_ - BBC News.mp4 

(hereinafter referred to as Video #2). 

Dmytriv suffered a single-bullet compound gunshot wound with the bullet, which 

perforated the right arm and the torso, following a right-to-left, front-to-back, downward 
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trajectory across the body relative to the anatomic position. As modeled, the trajectory matches 

the position of Dmytriv’s body as depicted in Videos #1 and #2. 

Video #1, which was recorded by a camera with a slope distance of approximately 73 m 

and horizontal distance of approximately 69 m away from Dmytriv, provides audio associated 

with the gunfire aimed at Dmytriv. Two shots can be heard, both of which have distinctly 

separated audio from the bullets and from the report of the firearms. The bullet sound of the first 

shot is heard at t = 7.195 s, and the report of the firearm is heard at t = 7.303 s, a difference of 𝛥t 

= 108 ms. The bullet sound of the second shot is heard at t = 7.747 s, and the report of the 

firearm is heard at t = 7.851 s, a difference of 𝛥t = 104 ms. 

Video #1 also depicts movement in the metal shield held by Dmytriv in association with 

the sound of the gunshots indicating that his shield was struck by both shots. The bullet from the 

second shot inflicted Dmytriv’s wounds.  1

Video #2 depicts two separate bursts of firearms discharge residues (smoke) appearing 

contemporaneously with each of the audible shots. The two separate areas of discharge residues, 

in conjunction with different pitch and tone values for the audible shots, indicate that two 

separate shots were fired by two separate individuals, both of whom are located in the area of 

Barricade #1. 

The audio associated with Video #2 provides verification that two shots were fired 

contemporaneously with the infliction of Dmytriv’s gunshot wound and that the distinctly 

separated bullet and report sounds are associated with one shot (for a total of two shots fired). 

Video #2 also indicates that the shots were not fired from a single firearm but, rather, two 

separate firearms. 

The velocity of sound would be approximately vmuzzle ≈ 340 m/s. The difference between 

the muzzle velocity of the fired bullets and the speed of sound would, therefore, have been 

𝛥vmuzzle = [301, 525] m/s. Hence, the distance from the firearm to the camera/microphone was 

dcamera = [80, 219] m. In the context of the other apparent physical evidence (i.e., wound path, 

 It is unclear if the audio associated with the bullet sounds is due to the bullets’ bow shockwaves, the 1

bullet impacts with the metal shield, or some combination thereof.
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video depictions of shots being fired, etc.), these boundary values are consistent with the shots 

having been fired from somewhere near Barricade #1. 

Taken in context, the physical evidence with respect to the shooting of Dmytriv indicates 

that he was likely shot by government personnel. 

Victim #2: Dygdalovych 

The shooting of Dygdalovych was recorded by a single camera and was reviewed using 

the following videos: 

• VICTIM02_AA694801.MXF (hereinafter referred to as Video #3) 

• Vid2.mp4 (hereinafter referred to as Video #3.1) 

In Video #3.1, movement of Dygdalovych’s jacket associated with the bullet impact can 

be seen at t = 113.920 s. The direction of fire is consistent with coming from the area of the 

barricades. The bow shockwave is heard at t = 114.162 s, a secondary shockwave is heard at t = 

114.247 s, and the report of the firearm is heard at t = 114.278 s. The time difference between the 

bow shockwave and the report of the rifle is, therefore, 𝛥t = 116 ms. The camera is positioned 

behind Dygdalovych a distance of approximately 48 m. The distance from the firearm to the 

camera/microphone is calculated at dcamera = [65, 128] m. These boundary values are consistent 

with the shots having been fired from somewhere between Barricade #1 and Dygdalovych. 

Taken in context, the physical evidence with respect to the shooting of Dygdalovych 

indicates that he was likely shot by government personnel located near Barricade #1 in the video. 

Victim #3: Parashchuk 

The shooting of Parashchuk was recorded by several cameras on the following videos: 

• VICTIM03_M2U01355.MPG (hereinafter referred to as Video #4) 

• VICTIM03_VRT.mp4 (hereinafter referred to as Video #5) 

Video #4 does not directly show Parashchuk get shot, but it does show him move out of 

frame prior to numerous gunshots being fired. When Parashchuk comes back into frame, he is 

down after having been shot. 
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The audio of the gunshots that were fired during the time when Parashchuk was out of 

frame includes the sound of the bow shockwave and the report of the firearm for each shot. The 

time difference between the bow shockwaves and the report fall in the range 𝛥t = [108, 174] ms, 

𝛥tmean = 155 ms. Therefore, the distance from the camera in Video #4 to the firearm is in the 

range dcamera = [72, 245] m. These boundary values place the shooter at the lower bound between 

Barricade #1 and Parashchuk  and at the upper bound between Barricade #1 and Barricade #2. 

Video #5 shows Parashchuk come into frame as he falls to the ground after being shot. 

The nearest gunshot sound ahead of Parashchuk coming into frame has a time difference 

between the bow shockwave and the report of the firearm of 𝛥t = 173 ms, which equates to a 

camera-to-firearm distance of dcamera = [113, 253] m. These boundary values place the shooter at 

the lower bound near Barricade #1 and at the upper bound some distance beyond Barricade #2. 

Taken in context, the physical evidence with respect to the shooting of Dygdalovych 

indicates that he was likely shot by government personnel. 

Closing 

I certify that my opinions in this case have been rendered objectively and to within a 

reasonable degree of scientific certainty. I reserve the right to modify my findings in this case 

should additional information become available that would warrant such modification. 

 

Michael A. Knox 

Board Certified Crime Scene Reconstructionist 
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Appendix A: Equations & Calculations 

!  
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Variables: 

x = distance 

v = velocity (b = bullet, s = sound) 

t = time



import math 
import random 
import numpy as np 

deg = math.pi / 180 # convert degrees to radians 

n = 10000 # iterations 

# velocity of bullet and sound 
v_bullet = [641, 865] # m/s (range for possible firearms/ammunition) 
v_sound = 340 # m/s (for nominal elevation of 179 m) 

# time intervals between shockwave and rifle report 
delta_t1 = [0.104] # s (Dmytriv, video #1) 
delta_t3 = [0.116] # s (Dygdalovych, video #3) 
delta_t4 = [0.108, 0.174] # s (Parashchuk, video #4, ranged due to mult. 
shots) 
delta_t5 = [0.173] # s (Parashchuk, video #5) 

# angle (ranged) between shooter-camera vector and shooter-victim vector 
theta1 = [10 * deg, 20 * deg] (Dmytriv) 
theta3 = [0, 10 * deg] (Dygdalovych) 
theta4 = theta5 = [5 * deg, 15 * deg] (Parashchuk) 

# equation: 
# (v_sound * (t1 + t2 + delta_t))**2 = (v_bullet * t1)**2 + (v_sound * t2)**2 

def monteCarlo(delta_t_range, theta_range): 
    d = [] # initialize array 
     
    for i in range(n): 
        # select angle from estimated possible range 
        theta = random.uniform(theta_range[0], theta_range[1]) 
         
        # determine if time interval is ranged or single-valued 
        if len(delta_t_range) == 1: 
            delta_t = delta_t_range[0] 
        else: 
            delta_t = random.uniform(delta_t_range[0], delta_t_range[1]) 
         
        # select value from range for bullet velocity 
        vb = random.uniform(v_bullet[0], v_bullet[1]) 
         
        # assign velocity of sound 
        vs = v_sound 
         
        # solve the system of equations piecemeal using matrix inversion 
        a1 = vb - vs * math.cos(theta) 
        b1 = -vs * math.cos(theta) 
        c1 = vs * math.cos(theta) * delta_t 
        a2 = -vs * math.sin(theta) 
        b2 = vs - vs * math.sin(theta) 
        c2 = vs * math.sin(theta) * delta_t 
         
        a = np.array([[a1, b1], [a2, b2]]) 
        b = np.array([c1, c2]) 
        [t1, t2] = np.linalg.solve(a, b) 
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        x = vs * (t1 + t2 + delta_t) 
         
        # append to array of values 
        d.append(x) 
     
    # display results 
    print "Mean: ", np.mean(d) 
    print "Min: ", np.min(d) 
    print "Max: ", np.max(d) 
    print "Std: ", np.std(d) 
         
    return d 
         
d1 = monteCarlo(delta_t1, theta1) # Dmytriv 
d3 = monteCarlo(delta_t3, theta3) # Dygdalovych 
d4 = monteCarlo(delta_t4, theta4) # Parashchuk 
d5 = monteCarlo(delta_t5, theta5) # Parashchuk 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Results: 

Dmytriv: 
Mean:  121.484066348 
Min:  80.8386608667 
Max:  219.598379021 
Std:  24.9984418623 

Dygdalovych: 
Mean:  87.2490618662 
Min:  65.2061067736 
Max:  128.589733871 
Std:  12.4847971685 

Parashchuk (Video #4): 
Mean:  130.197185993 
Min:  72.7340878631 
Max:  245.100935349 
Std:  28.2106322056 

Parashchuk (Video #5): 
Mean:  159.28190672 
Min:  113.397014182 
Max:  253.800218655 
Std:  26.77278461  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Appendix B: Site Plan 
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Middle of Street at 
Barricade 1
x: 99.693
y: -124.151
z: 10.632*

Victim03
x: 52.24
y: -102.468
z: 8.825*

Victim01_16 minuten waanzin in Kiev 
VTM NIEUWS_13_15_1_clip02.mp4
x: -22.879
y: -98.542
z: 30.275

Scale: 1” = 25m
Units: meters
Coordinates are taken from a ReCap, laser scan file (not world coordinates)
*z measurement taken at ground level

Victim03_VRT.mp4
x: -22.879
y: -98.542
z: 30.275

Victim03_Kiev-
20-02-14.mp4
x: 7.805
y: -59.499
z: 46.790

Victim03_
M2U01355.mp4
x: 10.749
y: -57.593
z: 31.398

Victim01_Ukraine Protest_Kiev _once 
again in a battle-zone_-BBC News.mp4
x: 9.476
y: -48.528
z: 1.049*

Victim01
x: 39.663
y: -69.294
z: 5.670*

Victim02
x: 39.020
y: -68.924
z: 5.626*

Victim02_AA694801.mxf
x: 0.384
y: -41.412
z: .995*

Middle of Street at 
Barricade 2
x: 143.573
y: -153.109
z: 12.273*

Figure 1.1


